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Abstract: This invited lecture presents the experience that Nottingham Trent University has gathered in 
the area of pervasive computing where collaborative knowledge generation is a requirement and the 
possibility of collaborative control exists. In this respect the participants in a real-life process (e.g. traffic 
movements) not only provide measurements based on their own experiences, but together with the 
other participants generate new knowledge which in turn is solid base for generating the actual demand 
responsive control. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
The real time wireless communication test bed in Nottingham.  
From March 2002 until October 2005 I have been involved in a British Department of 
Trade and Industry (DTI) funded project called “Traffimatics”. The aim of this project 
was to show how off-the-shelf wireless components can be used for car-to-car and 
car-to-roadside communication. Nottingham was chosen to be the place to deploy the 
research test bed required for the project. It has been decided to deploy 6 different 
wireless nodes across the Nottingham City Center, so that a car can be driven in a 
closed loop and be always in the range of one or more access points for car-to-
roadside infrastructure communication. Figure 1 below gives the locations of these 6 
access points superimposed on the map of Nottingham. The minimum distance be-
tween the points is 250 m. and the maximum distance between the points is 650 m. 
The overall distance of the closed loop is 4.5 km. The type of devices used in the test 
bed is 802.11b, which limits the speed to 10mb/s. The devices used are found to be 
most prone to interferences which in Nottingham City Centre proved to be major ob-

stacle for deploying wireless de-
vices.  Only one of the 6 points 
is directly connected to the 
Internet, while all others must 
rely on multi-hopping service to 
get Internet data. Each nod 
combines two separate devices 
– Access Point and Wireless 
Bridge. The access point ac-
cepts all local requests for con-
nection and through the bridge 
gets access to the previous ac-
cess point in the chain. Some of 
the location where there is a 
node infrastructure deployed are 
shown on the Figure 2 (in a traf-
fic lights) and Figure 3 (street 
lights pole). The deployment 
proved that a variety of hosting 
devices can be used providing 

Figure 1 
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there is main power supply for 
the units which are enclosed in 
a tightly closed white box con-
taining all necessary details and 
only the aerials attached exter-
nally for the bodywork of the 
hosting unit. 

Figure 2

 
SIMULATION TOOLS PRE-
PARED FOR THE “TRAFFI-
MATICS” PROJECT 

• Wireless connectivity 
simulator superimposed 
onto a traffic movements 
simulator 

  - Simulation of all 
currently available wireless links 
– Figure 4 
 

 
Figure 3  

 
Figure 4 

- Simulation of different routing protocols – max. Time To Live, min 
number of hops etc. (Figure 5) 
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Figure 5 

 
The screen shot shows several routes caring different meaning: minimum hops route 
(magenta), maximum time to live route (black) and a balanced between the two route 
(cyan). 

• Operator Screen Display Simulation tool 
 - Showing collaborative traffic information generation – snowing, raining, dark 
regions, slippery spots etc 
Several screen shots are given: 
On Figure 6 you can see raining regions detected collaboratively in the city (raw data 
– all cars report that their windscreen wipers are working). 
On Figure 7 you can see slippery regions detected collaboratively in the city (raw data 
– all cars report that their ABS systems are working). 
On Figure 8 you can see dark regions detected collaboratively in the city (raw data – 
all cars report that their head lights are on). 
 
CURRENTLY DEVELOPED APPLICATIONS WHICH WILL BE OPEN FOR AC-
CESS AS WEB SERVICES IN THE TRAFFIMATICS PROJECT 

• Traffic queues real-time information 
•  Traffic lights real-time countdown 
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Figure 6 

 

 
Figure 7 

 

 
Figure 8 
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•  Real time traffic streaming imag perator-selected vehicles 

tion 
 

ONCLUSIONS 
n of open telematics platform will deliver important economic and 

•  real-time traffic information collection and delivery can be 

• emerging as a direct consequence of the research:  
 

- cooperative traffic information generation 
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